Customer Case Study Automotive

Facts
Challenge
Build a reliable, lightweight
axle-pivot with high rigidity,
in the shortest possible time.
Solution
Production of a topologyoptimized steering stub axle
using EOS technology.
Results
• Optimized: perfect form
and contouring for a
reduced weight by 35%
and an increased rigidity
by 20%
• Speedy: significant
shortage in development
and production time
• Safety: reliable on the
track

In the construction the student engineers employed for the first time an additive manufacturing process
and the car went on to win the title. (Source: Rennteam Uni Stuttgart).

Easing to Victory – The Rennteam Uni Stuttgart Wins
the Formula Student Germany with EOS support

Young engineers choose additive manufacturing
to tap the full potential of the part
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EOS supported the team through its victorious Formula Student Germany season.
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As a consequence, constructors are

the wishbones and the tie rod, and

Thanks to additive
manufacturing, the
weight of the knuckles
was reduced by
660 grammes in all.
Numbers that were
translated into faster
lap times and reduced
fuel consumption
(Source: Rennteam
Uni Stuttgart).
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